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Commentary At-a-Glance 

 
 Major US indexes rallied last week, but remain range bound.  

 VIX closed the week at the lowest point so far during 2015.  

 Hillary Clinton has officially jumped into the 2016 Presidential race. 

 Earnings season for the first quarter of 2015 has officially kicked off. 

 The first fed interest rate move is still expected to be in September of this year. 

 
 
Market Wrap-Up 

 
All three of the major US indexes remain range bound after they gained in value last week, but had 
started the week near the low end of the trading range. While the indexes were moving higher the VIX 
was moving lower in one of the steepest declines we have seen so far during 2015. The charts below 
are of the three major US indexes in green with their respective wide trading ranges drawn by the red 
lines. The VIX (lower right pane below) is drawn with the index in green and the one year average level 
of the VIX drawn in red: 
 

 
 

 



The NASDAQ (lower left pane above) is the strongest of the three major indexes when looking from a 
technical perspective. It is now very close to the upper bound of the most recent trading range and could 
challenge the level at some time this week. If it successfully breaks above the upper bound level there is 
one other small point of resistance that would be considered: the high point reached during the middle of 
March. This level, however, also corresponds very closely with the all time high level for the NASDAQ, 
which was reached back before the technology bubble of 2000. Chances are that the NASDAQ will pull up 
to at least this level as traders and investors alike enjoy seeing investments make new all time highs. This 
one will have been more than 15 years in the making. The S&P 500 (upper left pane above) and the Dow 
(upper right pane above) are virtually tied from a technical perspective, closing last week in the upper half of 
the trading range. As far as upside resistance, both the S&P 500 and the Dow will potentially encounter 
resistance both at the high point from last month as well as at the red line, which is drawn above at the top 
of the trading range. While all of these moves higher were occurring last week, the VIX was headed in the 
opposite direction, falling to the lowest point we have seen so far during 2015, well below the average level 
for the VIX over the past 52 weeks. The two most common questions I have been receiving lately have 
been: where do we go from here and are we overvalued on the markets?  
 
At this point the markets seem like they are at lofty valuations; this is due to a number of factors. The first 
factor is that the era of a zero rate for the Fed funds rate will be shortly coming to an end. Second is that 
earnings season for the first quarter of 2015 is starting and it is expected that the overall earnings for the 
various indexes will see one of the sharpest contractions we have seen for several years, with much of the 
decline due to the energy sector, which has revised expectations lower 
by so much that most companies will literally fall over the bar that has 
been set at such a low level. Third is that the market is not cheap, as 
measured by the Forward PE ratio. The PE ratio is a measure of 
current price divided by earnings. In the case of the index, all of the 
individual component companies are added together to arrive at the 
overall PE ratio for the index. The Forward PE ratio looks at the 
projected earnings for the next 12 months and uses this figure as the divisor. When the Forward PE ratio is 
low the market is considered “cheap” and, vice versa, when the PE ratio is large it is considered expensive. 
According to JP Morgan, the current Forward PE ratio for the S&P 500 is 16.9, which is above the 25 year 
average of 15.7. To give a little perspective, the Forward PE ratio for the S&P 500 briefly went under 10 
back at the market lows of 2009. The fourth reason for the lofty valuation is that the US economy is not 
growing at a pace that is consistent with the level of growth we have been seeing in many of the main 
companies that are the driving force behind the recent market movements. In looking at everything above, it 
does not mean that the market will inevitably correct, but rather that the markets pushing substantially higher 
from here seems unlikely until we get some much needed change. Going forward we are likely to see the 
major indexes stay within or very close to their respective trading ranges. This also plays into the level of the 
VIX as it also does not see movements in the next 30 days that would likely push any of the indexes out of 
their trading ranges. 
 

 

National News 

 
National news last week was all about politics and who will or who will not be running for President in 2016. 
Hillary Clinton made the announcement over the weekend that she will be seeking the Democratic 
nomination for the Presidential election in 2016. While she looks to be a formidable opponent, she did lose 
out to a relatively unknown contender back in 2008, named Barack Obama, as well as former Senator John 
Edwards in several key battle ground states leading to the official nomination, so it may not be as much of a 
shoe-in for Hillary as some people seem to be anticipating this time around. According to the latest figures 
from the New York Times other Democratic contenders include Martin O’Malley, Jim Webb and Lincoln 
Chafee, all of which would have a very hard time coming up with the funds needed to go head to head with 
Clinton. According to a senior adviser with the Ready for Hillary campaign, it is estimated internally that the 
combined 2016 election season could cost as much as $1.7 billion, only about $56 million more than the 
2008 campaign for President. If the number of voters remains pretty steady between 2016 and 2008, the 
turnout would likely be about 57 percent of eligible voters, or 132 million people. The resulting total cost per 
vote could come in as high as $13 per vote by the time all is said and done. The Republican side of the 
ticket looks much more interesting as there are a number of candidates and potential candidates.  
 

 
At this point the markets 

seem like they are at lofty 

valuations… 



For the Republicans we have seen Ted Cruz, Rand Paul and Marco Rubio all announce that they are 
seeking the Republican nomination for President. Yet to announce is Jeb Bush, Scott Walker, Chris 
Christie, Rick Perry and Bobby Jindal, as well as a host of others who may or may not announce their 
candidacy. It will be a full scale dog fight on the Republican side and a fight that will likely lead to the final 
candidate being much weaker than if they had not gone through the nomination process within the 
Republican Party. The early polls (I can’t stress enough that these are very early), show that Clinton is the 
front runner against any of the Republican candidates, as she has been even prior to her announcing. The 
real problem for the 2016 election that all candidate face regardless of which party they belong too is that 
many Americans just do not think the government is functioning the way it should be and they point to all 
politicians for causing the problems, not just one side or the other. When every day people see threats of a 
government shutdown being used as a political tool or the amount of pork that is added to nearly every bill 
that gets through to a vote, they are not happy about the state of our political system. Maybe that is why 
Frank Underwood is receiving many write in nominations in polls around the country, because at least in his 
House of Cards world he seems to get things done! The markets will be watching the upcoming election 
somewhat lazily for the next few months and get much more serious about it early next year as anything that 
is said by any of the candidates at the current time will likely not be taken seriously. 

 

Q1 2015 Earnings Releases 
 
More important to the markets than politics currently is the results from the first quarter 2015 earnings 
season, which have already started to roll in. Below is a table of the better known companies that 
released earnings last week with earnings that missed expectations highlighted in red while earnings 
that beat expectations by more than 10 percent are highlighted in green: 
 

Alcoa 8% Family Dollar Stores 1% Rite Aid 71% 

Bassett Furniture 40% Greenbrier Company 28% Walgreens 26% 

Bed Bath & Beyond -1% Pier 1 Imports 3% WD-40 6% 

 
Alcoa officially kicked off earnings season last week with a beat on earnings per share coming in at $0.28, 
while analysts had been expecting $0.26. However, the company missed expectations on revenues per 
share and it forecasted global aluminum demand to be lower than first thought for all of 2015. Commodities 
prices have been falling and with them the mining and energy stocks are likely to show that they had a 
rough first quarter of 2015. Alcoa appears to not be an exception. Rite-Aid and Walgreens both showed 
great results for the first quarter of 2015 as there was very little material impact on their earnings from the 
strong US dollar as much of the business is done here in the US. The only downer last week was Bed Bath 
& Beyond, which saw same store sales and overall revenues increase, but at a lesser rate than analysts 
were anticipating. It is still much too early to deduce anything about how the overall quarter will go with the 
small number of companies that have announced their earnings, but the quarter so far seems to be headed 
in the correct direction. 
 
This week is a ramp up week for earnings season as we start to head toward the full swing of earnings 
season over the next few weeks. Below is a table of the better known companies that will release their 
earnings this week, with the releases that have the most potential to impact the markets highlighted in 
green: 
 

American Express  General Electric  Netflix 

Bank of America  Goldman Sachs  Philip Morris International 

BlackRock  Honeywell  Reynolds American 

Blackstone Group  Intel  SanDisk 

Charles Schwab  J B Hunt Transport  Schlumberger NV 

Citigroup  Johnson & Johnson  Sherwin-Williams 

CSX  JPMorgan Chase  U.S. Bancorp 

Delta Air Lines  Kinder Morgan  UnitedHealth 

Fastenal  Mattel  Wells Fargo 

 



This week is all about financials as there are numerous large financial institutions set to release their 
earnings from the first quarter of 2015. Of particular interest will be the charges that related to the strong US 
dollar and this, if present and meaningful, will likely cause problems for other companies that release 
earnings in the coming weeks. In fact, other than the impact of falling energy prices on earnings, the US 
dollar will be the second most watched item during this earnings season and it could have a very large 
impact. 
 

 

International News 

 
International news last week held very few headlines that the markets seemed to care about. Iran made 
headlines early during the week as the Supreme leader seemed to make a few headlines that undercut 
some of the work that had been done at the nuclear negotiations that ended two weeks ago. This may have 
had an impact on the price of oil and been one of the catalysts for the price movement, but it seems unlikely 
because anything concrete in the situation with Iran is still months if not years away from being finished. 
Brazil made headlines over the weekend as there were large protests against President Dilma Rousseff, as 
she struggles to maintain an orderly government in the face of political unrest within her country. The unrest, 
however, seems to be settling down a little as the crowds that rallied over the weekend against her were 
much smaller than they were a few short weeks ago. Most of the rest of the world was steady last week with 
the Europeans still fighting between themselves and Greece and with the ECB continuing to pump money 
into the system—a system that is broken, but not in dire need of fixing any time soon, which means that it 
will not even be worked on until sometime in the future when things really start to come apart. 
 

 

Market Statistics 

 

Equities  
 

Index Change Volume 

NASDAQ 2.23% Below Average 

S&P 500 1.70% Average 

Dow 1.66% Average 

 
After a flat week two weeks ago it was time for the markets to move higher last week, if they stuck with 
the up and down theme that seems to have pretty well solidified over the past month. The markets did 
not fail to keep the trend going as they moved higher over the course of the week. Volume last week 
was about average as we are moving into earnings season, a time when volume can be heightened on 
certain stocks each day as there is reaction to various announcements. 
 
When looking at sectors, the following were the top 5 and bottom 5 performers over the course of the 
previous week: 
 

Top 5 Sectors Change  Bottom 5 Sectors Change 

Biotechnology 5.23%  Residential Real Estate -2.71% 

Pharmaceuticals  4.47%  Real Estate -2.18% 

Energy 3.87%  Home Construction -1.43% 

Oil & Gas Exploration  3.24%  Telecommunications -0.83% 

Natural Resources 2.98%  Regional Banks  -0.23% 

Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals completed the flip last week, jumping from the bottom 5 performing 
sectors back up to the top 5 performing sectors over the course of just a single week, thanks in large part to 
several merger and acquisition announcements. Energy also had a good week as oil increased by more 
than 5 percent, also thanks to several merger announcements that could have signaled the bottom for the 



price of oil. Real Estate had a tough week last week as it was the single worst sector of the markets, despite 
the declining interest rates on 30 year mortgages, as they fell to a multiple month low.  

Fixed Income  

With nothing more than continued speculation about the Fed and when it will start to increase interest rates, 
last week was a pretty tame week for fixed income trading: 

Fixed Income Change 

Long (20+ years) -0.85% 

Middle (7-10 years) -0.31% 

Short (less than 1 year) 0.02% 

TIPS -0.09% 

 

With the rest of the world seemingly in a loosening stance for their currencies the US dollar was the largest 
benefactor last week, gaining 1.79 percent against a basket of international currencies. Moving from the 
worst currency two weeks ago to the best currency last week was the Australian Dollar, which gained 1.23 
percent against the value of the US dollar. Much of this move was due to increasing demand for the raw 
materials Australia produces. Not surprising given the large amount of lending that is going on in Europe 
from the ECB, the Euro was the weakest of the major global currencies last week, giving up 2.82 percent 
against the value of the US dollar. 

Commodities 
 
Commodities overall were mixed last week as oil jumped higher: 
 

Metals Change 

Gold 0.60% 

Silver -1.56% 

Copper -0.03% 

 

Commodities Change 

Oil 5.09% 

Livestock -1.03% 

Grains -2.93% 

Agriculture -1.85% 

 
The overall Goldman Sachs Commodity Index turned in a gain of 1.57 percent last week as oil rallied by 
5.09 percent. As mentioned above, much of the movement in the price of oil seemed to be after the 
announcement from Shell that it was buying the BG group, in what may be the first of many major deals that 
could be coming in the oil industry if the major oil companies think the bottom for oil is now behind us. 
Metals were mixed last week with Silver giving up 1.56 percent, while Gold was up 0.60 percent and Copper 
decreased 0.03 percent. Soft commodities all moved lower last week, giving up more than 1 percent across 
the board as they too seem like they may have already put in a bottom for the recent downturn.  
 

International Performance 
 
On the international front last week there were no major world indexes that declined in value. The lowest 
performing index last week was found in Taiwan and was the Taiwan Weight Index, which gained only 0.18 
percent. Hong Kong turned in the best performance of the week as the Hang Seng Index advanced by 7.90 
percent, after several holidays over the past two weeks.  
 

Volatility 

The VIX plummeted last week, falling by 14.25 percent, thanks in large part to the markets moving higher 
and the potential pitfalls for the markets seeming to dissipate over the course of the past week. The other 
aspect of the markets that is helping to drive the VIX is the time of the year as we are now officially moving 
into summer, a time when the markets trade on typically low volume and shrug off most of the negative 



news. At the current level of 12.58 the VIX is implying a move of 3.63 percent over the course of the next 30 
days. As always, the direction of the move is unknown. 

Performance 

For the trading week ending on 4/10/2015, returns in FSI’s hypothetical models* (net of a 1% annual 
management fee) were as follows: 

 Last Week YTD 

Aggressive Model 0.89 % 2.97 % 

Aggressive Benchmark 1.79 % 4.07 % 

Growth Model 0.75 % 1.96 % 

Growth Benchmark 1.38  % 3.20 % 

Moderate Model 0.50 % 1.16 % 

Moderate Benchmark 0.99 % 2.31 % 

Income Model 0.32 % 1.10 % 

Income Benchmark 0.50 % 1.20 % 

 
*Model performance does not represent any specific account performance but rather a model of holdings based on risk 
levels that are like our actual holdings, the hypothetical models are rebalanced daily to model targets. 

 
We made several changes to our models over the course of the previous week. The first changes related to 
the US dollar as we lightened our position in both Profunds Rising Dollar Fund (RDPIX) as well as the Rydex 
Strengthening Dollar Fund (RYSBX). We also sold our position that was remaining in the Semiconductor 
sector as the strong performance of this sector appears to have run its course. With some of the proceeds 
from the various sales we initiated a position in the Wisdomtree International Dividend Hedge Equity fund. 
The fund invests in a broad range of companies that pay dividends around the world while at the same time 
taking out the currency risk associated with the countries in which the companies are domiciled. This is a 
good way to invest internationally while the US dollar is strengthening since it means that many of the other 
global currencies are moving lower. We continue to watch the oil market closely to see if there is a good 
entry point for an initial investment in the sector. 

 

 

Economic News 

 
Week in Review 
 

Last week was one of the slowest weeks we have seen in a long time for economic news releases. 

There was nothing new in any of the releases as they all came in very close to expectations: 

 

Economic 

Impact 
Date 

Economic News 

Release 
Date Range Actual Expectation 

Neutral 4/6/2015 ISM Services March 2015 56.50 56.90 

Neutral 4/8/2015 FOMC Minutes March Meeting - - 

Neutral 4/9/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 281K 285K 

Neutral 4/9/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2304K 2395K 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 
Last week started off on Monday with the release of the ISM Services Index, which came in almost exactly 
on the expected number. This data, combined with the overall ISM release from two weeks ago, seems to 
point to the economic slowdown really being the manufacturing side of the US economy as the services side 
continues to grow at a steady rate. On Wednesday the FOMC meeting minutes from the March meeting 
were released and held little new information. The minutes confirmed the well known thoughts that the Fed 
is very divided as to when to start raising interest rates. There were as many votes for the June meeting as 



there were for a date later than June. The market still seems to have the odds on September at this point, 
but as always that date could change if the economic data released over the next few months continues to 
show weakness. Last week wrapped up on Thursday with the release of the standard weekly unemployment 
related figures for the previous week, which showed that both continuing and initial jobless claims came in 
slightly below market expectations, but not by enough to have a noticeable impact on the overall markets. 
 

Upcoming Releases 
 
After such a slow week last week, this week seems to be playing a little catch-up as there are numerous 
releases that could have a noticeable impact on the markets. The releases highlighted below have the 
potential to move the overall markets on the day they are released:  

 

Date Release Release Range Market Expectation 

4/14/2015 Retail Sales March 2015 1.0% 

4/14/2015 Retail Sales ex-auto March 2015 0.6% 

4/14/2015 PPI March 2015 0.2% 

4/14/2015 Core PPI March 2015 0.1% 

4/15/2015 Empire Manufacturing April 2015 7.00 

4/15/2015 NAHB Housing Market Index April 2015 55.00 

4/16/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 280K 

4/16/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2312K 

4/16/2015 Housing Starts March 2015 1.04M 

4/16/2015 Building Permits March 2015 1.08M 

4/16/2015 Philadelphia Fed April 2015 6.00 

4/17/2015 CPI March 2015 0.3% 

4/17/2015 Core CPI March 2015 0.2% 

4/17/2015 
University of Michigan 

Consumer Sentiment Index 
April 2015 94.00 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 
This week starts off on Tuesday with the release of the retail sales figure for the month of March, which is 
expected to show a small increase of about 1 percent overall with sales excluding auto sales expected to 
increase by 0.6 percent. If these numbers are too high and the actual figures come in below expectations, it 
could be seen as bad for the economy, while good for keeping interest rates low for longer. Also released on 
Tuesday is the Producer Price Index (PPI) for the month of March, which is expected to show that inflation 
is very tame at only 0.2 percent. This is far below the level the Fed would like to see as part of their dual 
mandate and flies in the face of increasing interest rates. On Wednesday the latest manufacturing data is 
set to be released with the Empire Manufacturing index for the month of April. Expectations are for a reading 
of 7.0, hardly any change from the 6.9 seen during March. If this were to end up being the number it would 
be a positive development in the US economy as manufacturing data has recently been pretty bad. On 
Thursday, in addition to the standard weekly unemployment related figures, two pieces of housing 
information are set to be released: the housing starts and building permit data for the month of March, both 
of which are expected to come in at just over 1 million units. Later during the day on Thursday the 
Philadelphia Fed is set to release its index that measures business conditions in the greater Philly area. 
Expectations on the release are that things will have picked up a little during April when compared to March, 
and if this does not turn out to be the case it could be a negative sign for the overall US economy. On Friday 
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the month of March is set to be released with expectations that prices 
will have remained relatively flat at the consumer level despite the price of energy and gasoline having 
increased slightly. This data along with the PPI is really leaving the Fed in a tough spot; typically when 
inflation rates are too low the Federal Reserve would lower interest rates in order to spark demand. With 
rates at zero it cannot very easily lower rates without some massive round of quantitative easing. We have 
recently been seeing the price indexes moving ever closer to zero, at which time the Fed will have a very 
hard decision to make. Wrapping up the week this week is the release of the University of Michigan’s 
Consumer Sentiment Index for the month of April (first estimate), which is expected to show that the US 
consumer is more confident now than at the end of March. This index would have to have a very large 



deviation from expectations for the markets to really take notice. In addition to the scheduled releases there 
are also six different Federal Reserve officials giving speeches this week as they try to help guide the 
market regarding the way the Fed is currently looking at the data. 
 
 

Fun Fact of the Week – Hillary Clinton was a Republican 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have a great week! 
Peter Johnson 
 
“A referral from a client is a tremendous compliment and a huge responsibility that can never be taken 
lightly” 
 
If you would like to unsubscribe to this weekly commentary just let me know. 
 

In her book Living History Hillary Clinton talks about her early political life, which was shaped 
by her die-hard Republican father. She even went as far as to be elected President of 
Wellesley College's Young Republicans Club. 

 


